Summary This paper is the second of at wo-part study of the quality of car horn sounds. It aims to provide insights into the design of newsounds. It is based on the assumption that hearing acar horn sound warns road users because theyr ecognize the sound of ac ar horn, i.e. theyk noww hat this sound means, and what theyh avet od oa sa consequence. The three experiments reported in this paper are grounded in apsychoacoustical framework. They seek to provide car horn builders with recommendations allowing them to create newsounds. In the first part [1], we studied the perception of the timbre of existing car horn sounds. We found that, from their perception of the sounds, listeners were able to makeinferences concerning the different mechanisms causing the sound, and that the perceiveddifferences between the sounds were based on the integration of three elementary sensations, correlated with three acoustical descriptors. In this second part, we focus on the agreement among listeners in categorizing sounds as being members of the car horn category.Membership agreement is operationally defined as the result of atwo-alternative forced-choice task. We first study recordings of existing sounds. The results allowustodefine relationships that predict membership agreement from aset of acoustical descriptors. To extend these results, we create anew set of sounds in asecond step, which we submit to atimbre study similar to the one reported in [1] . We finally study membership agreement for these synthesized sounds. The results allow us to define amethodology to create newcar horn sounds.
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.Atthe same time, car horn builders wish to tune their sounds to match them to car categories and brand identities. Designing the sound of car horns thus involves acompromise between the need to customize the sounds and the necessity of providing efficient warning signals. To fulfill these constraints, car horn builders wish to create newsounds by means of anew de- sounds differ once theyhavebeen equated for pitch, loudness and duration". The results of the experiments showed that the perceiveddissimilarities between the sounds of car horns are subtended by asmall number of independent auditory attributes (orp erceptual dimensions)d efining the timbre space of the car horn sounds. Moreover, there are acousticaldescriptors correlated with these attributes:
•t he first attribute is correlated with modulations of the temporal envelope (roughness), •t he second attribute is correlated with the spectral distribution of energy (spectral centroid). This descriptor has been found in other studies to correspond to the attribute of brightness,and •t he third attribute is correlated with finev ariations of the spectral envelope (spectral deviation).
Further,asorting task showed that listeners group together the sounds in categories corresponding closely to the different sound-production mechanisms (type of excitation, type of resonator,n umber of devices). These categories are defined by the auditory attributes shared by the sounds and thus by the acoustical descriptors.
Warning signals
There have been different approaches to the perception and design of warning signals (see [6] for an overview).T he first idea wast hat aw arning signal has to be audible to the listeners for whom it is intended [7] . The issue can be addressed by ensuring ag iven acoustic leveli nas pecificarea [8] , or by designing signals with alow detection threshold (considering the design issue as as ignal detection paradigm) [ 9, 10, 11] . However, as noted in [12] , the detection threshold is not only modulated by the signal to noise ratio, butalso by the perceivedrelevance of the signal with respect to the perceiveddangerousness of the situation. Indeed, in manyc ontexts (military aircraft, surgery rooms), manydifferent warning signals occur incessantly and concurrently.A nd it may happen that users become unable to decide whether aw arning is really urgent or not, and therefore, if theyh avet or espond or not to this signal. Thus, Edworthy et al. [13] [14] have proposed to design warning signals with different levels of perceived urgency,r elevant to the actual urgencyo ft he situation. Urgencyi si nt his case conceiveda sa na uditory attribute of the sound. Signals made of bursts of harmonic pulses (after [7] )a nd speech signals [15, 16] were studied. The results of such experiments are mathematical relationships between perceivedurgencyand acoustical properties (the more urgent signals are high in pitch, with short transients, partials with random frequencies, and an irregular rhythm). However, some results also showthat if the perceivedurgencycan be manipulated by changing the acoustical properties of the sounds, the meaning of the speech signals also has agreat influence on the perceivedurgency.
So the idea has movedfrom designing alarms with different urgencyl evels to warning signals that also inform the listener of the reason for this warning [17] . Therefore, three requirements for aw arning signal were identified: the signal must be recognized as aw arning, the listener must knowwhat it represents and what should be done in consequence. The same idea is found in the analysis of the warning process made by Rogers et al. [18] for visual signals: the user must (a) notice the warning, (b) encode the warning, (c) comprehend the warning, and (d) comply with the warning. In order to design warning signals that listeners may comprehend, Edworthy et al. [19] designed sounds informing helicopter pilots about the critical evolution of flight parameters (torque, high and lowrotor speed, etc.), precursors to warnings: trendsons (trend monitoring sounds). To evaluate the comprehension of the trendsons, theyasked listeners to rate them along semantic scales.
Rather than, or in addition to, having listeners rate sounds on scales (urgencyscale, or other semantic scales), several authors have directly studied howl isteners comply with the warning signals.S ome [20, 21, 22, 23] have measured reaction times of plane pilots performing at racking task and at the same time having to respond to warning signals (based on Edworthye ta l [ 13] ). Similarly,Suied et al. [24] measured reactions times of listeners performing atracking task, for signals used to warn car drivers against too short of ad istance between vehicles. Using adriving simulator,Belz et al. [25] measured times to brakew hen drivers were presented with different auditory and visual warning signals. Interestingly,t he reaction times were different, according to the relationship between the signal and its meaning: symbolic (arbitrary relationship)o riconic (representational relationship, e.g., the sound of breaking glass used to signal danger of apotential accident). Foracoustic signals displayed alone, shorter times to brakew ere obtained for iconic signals. Graham [26] used as imilar paradigm, butp articipants had to decide howtoreact to the warning. The results showed that auditory icons 2 lead to more false alarms than symbolic sounds, because the sounds could have several (natural) meanings, whereas symbolic sounds have only one (arbitrary)m eaning. Among these symbolic sounds, car horns lead to faster reaction times and fewer false alarms because of their lack of ambiguity.
This indicates that the meaning of aw arning comprehended by the listener can play an important part in the warning process. This idea appears also in the results of Guillaume et al. [27] . Theyreplicated the experiments of Edworthy et al. [13] , both with sounds synthesized according to Edworthy'ss pecifications and with recordings of alarms occurring in ap lane cockpit. Overall their results fit Edworthy'sprediction of perceivedurgencyonthe basis of the acoustical properties of the sounds. However, they also report interesting exceptions: for instance, one sound, identified as abicycle bell wasrated as less urgent than it should have been according to Edworthy'sprediction. The authors suggest that this sound wasjudged as non-urgent, because it "is often associated with al ow levelo ft hreat and may even be associated with relaxation and pleasure" (p.207).
An original approach is to be found in Vo gel'sPhD thesis [28] . He studied several warning signals (priority vehicle sirens, car horns, bicycle bells, whistles)i nap sycholinguistic framework. This approach is based on the study of the participants' free descriptions of the signals mixed into twod i ff erent background sequences (traffic noise and public garden). Twoe xperiments are reported. In afi rst experiment (also reported in [29] ), the participants had to describe the sounds at identification threshold. In asecond experiment, the signals were played well above threshold. Participants had to describe triads of similar signals, and to compare triads of different signals. The analyses of both these experiments showt hat the context improvest he univocal nature of some signals. Theya lso showt hat the participants use different types of items to describe or compare the sounds: the name of the sources, the acoustical properties of the sounds and value judgements. While the participants use mostly the names of the sources when theyh ad to compare sounds described as different sources, theyd escribe mostly acoustical properties and value judgements when theydescribe signals similarly identified. Finally by comparing the descriptions of the significant categories of warning signals and acoustical representations of prototypes of these categories, he infers hypotheses on relationships between acoustical properties of the sounds and the sense giventothem.
Perception of environmental sounds
As indicated by some of the results reported above,what a listener identifies as the cause of asound might influence alot what he or she associates with this sound. Several experimental studies have investigated the ability of listeners to spontaneously identify the cause of environmental sounds.
Sound events and environmental sounds
Afi rst notable result is that there are sounds that are not even distinguished from their source. Forinstance, aseries of psycholinguistic experiments on soundscape 3 perception [31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37, 38] showed that listeners perceive differently amorphous sound sequences ("background noises")a nd sound sequences in which listeners are able to identify emerging sound events (see [39, 40] for adiscussion).
Conversely to the former sort of sequences, listeners describe sequences with sound events by referring to the identified sound sources, and with reference to howt he source affects them in their everyday lives. Sound events are not distinguished from their sources and listeners appraise the source and the values theya ssociate with the source. These findings coincide with Gaver'se cological distinction between musical listening (when listeners focus on qualities of the acoustic stimulus)and everydaylistening (when listeners identify the properties of the events causing the sound: interaction, material, shape) [41, 42] . T he sounds to be considered are not part of acommunication system, or communication sounds, theyare taken in their literal rather than signal or symbolic interpretation." In the same study,V anderveer investigated howl isteners identify and describe environmental sounds. The results showed that theym ostly described: 1) the action, 2) the object of the action or 3) the place where the action took place.
Perception of the cause of the sounds
Thereafter,manypublications have studied the perception of environmental sounds, and have reported the listener's ability to recovera uditorily the properties of the events causing the sounds. Some of these properties were related to the objects causing the sound: the length of wooden rods dropped on the floor [44] , the thickness of struck bars made of wood or metal [45] , the shape (square, rectangular or circular)and the materials of struck hung plates [46] , the shape of aball dropped on aplate [47] , the categories of materials (metal and glass vs. wood and Plexiglas)o f recorded struck plates [48] . Others were related to the action:discrimination between bouncing or breaking events (glass objects falling) [ 49] or the ability of blindfolded participants to fillav essel to an ormal drinking levelo r to the brim [50] .
One important question raised by these results (especially when it comes to design)i stoidentify the acoustic information used (orn eeded)b yt he listeners to recover these properties. Synthesized sounds (physical modeling simulating the physics of the events)o fi mpacted bars of different materials and multidimensional techniques allowed McAdams et al. [51] to identify perceptual dimensions correlated with physical parameters.
However, another series of experiments using synthesized sounds (struck bars) [ 52, 53, 54, 55] showed that listeners do not optimally use the available acoustic information to decide upon the material or the hollowness of struck bars. Using recorded sounds, it is sometimes difficult to identify aclear correlation between acoustic properties and the perceivedevent properties [56] , or to reveal stereotypical relationships between acoustical properties and listeners' responses (e.g. slow, loud and lowfrequency sounds systematically associated male hand-clappers [57] or walkers [58] ).
Factorsinenvironmental sound identification
Therefore, it can be assumed that both the acoustic properties of the sound (i.e. the information present within the sound)a nd the context and the knowledge of the listener are responsible for the recognition of asound. This question has been explored thoroughly in as eries of papers published by Ballas and Howard. The main idea of these authors is that the perception of environmental sounds shares similarities with the perception of language (though the parallels having to be considered carefully [59] .In [60] , theyshowed that the syntax and the semantics of sound sequences influence their memorization (organized and meaningful sound sequences are better memorized).
In [61] , theyr eported homonym-type sounds: sounds being discriminated, butc onfused when listeners have to identify their cause. In this case, the context helped listeners to choose among the alternative causes of the sounds [59] .
An imposing series of experiments reported in [62] showed that the identification performance is influenced by several factors, including acoustic variables, ecological frequency( the frequencyw ith which al istener encounters as pecifics ound in everyday life), causal uncertainty (measured as the amount of reported alternative causes for asound)and sound typicality.Actually,acoustic variables accounted for only about half of the variance in identification time and accuracy. Therefore, their results suggested that sound identifiability is related to manyo ther factors than acoustical ones. Some of these factors (context independence -when the sound can be identified easily without context -, the ease of using words to describe the sound) have been studied thoroughly in [28] .
Approach used in this paper
The function of acar horn sound is to warn people against ad anger.T herefore, this reviewl eads us to analyze the case of car horn sounds in light of the different approaches to warning signal design. Car horn sounds are warning signals used by car drivers to warn other drivers about a danger.T here is no automatic reaction to be undertaken: when hearing ac ar horn sound, road users have to localize the potential danger,a nd to decide howt or eact (the same analysis may be found as well in [27] ). The first requirement is therefore that these sounds must be audible in aroad trafficbackground noise. This requirement is actually already addressed by the law: car horn sounds must be very loud broadband sounds [2] . Since, at the time of this study,the manufacturers are not allowed to supply cars with several different sounds, it is not possible to imagine for the time being as ystem that would allowt he driver to choose between different sounds, with different urgency levels.
Rather,towarn road users against adanger requires that, when hearing the sound of ac ar horn, theym ust understand immediately the meaning: "danger". This is the second requirement.
Even when heard out of anycontext, car horn sounds are the sounds identified the most rapidly [62, 63] and almost perfectly [62, 64] : theyhavealow causal uncertainty [62] , alow ambiguity of meaning [28] , and lead to the shortest reaction times [26] (among the sounds studied in the paper). These results indicate that the association of meaning with car horn sounds is very strong. But to be associated with this meaning as ound must first be recogn ized as a car horn.
In practical terms, we base our study on the assumption that hearing ac ar horn sound warns road users because theyrecognize the sound of acar horn, because they knowwhat this sound means and what theyhavetodoas aconsequence. This leads us to reformulate our problem: designing news ounds that still warn road users is equivalent to designing sounds that are still recognized as car horn's. This is also suggested by Vo gel [28] : when introducing newwarning signals, care must be taken that th ese sounds are not too different from the already-existing ones: the more the news ignals are different from the alreadyexisting ones, the more the road users will need time to learn their meaning.
The third requirement is that these sounds must not be confounded with other sounds [65] .
This study situates itself within ap sychoacoustical framework. Because our aim is to provide car horn builders with acoustical specifications, we will base our study on the perceptual dimensions of timbre and pitch and the related acoustical descriptors revealed in the previous article. Indeed these descriptors provide us with at ool allowing us to study the acoustical properties of the sounds, and are based on what listeners perceive.Specifically these descriptors have shown their ability to account for the perception of the mechanical causes of car horn sounds.
We will first seek to identify among existing car horn sounds, which are the best items of this category,bymeasuring the agreement of the participants on the membership of each sound in the category of car horn sounds (Section 2).Byobserving the gradient of this membership agreement within the acoustical descriptor space, we will be able to relate it to the acoustical descriptors, and thus to provide specifications for the design of newsounds. We will then test the generality of these relationships and their relevance for the creation of newsounds by studying synthesized sounds (sections 3and 4).
Experiment 1: Agreement on the membership of current car horns ounds
The timbre of existing car horn sounds wass tudied in a previous paper [1] . In the first experiment of the current study,w ew ill ask listeners whether theyp erceive these sounds as coming from car horns (event hough all the sounds tested are real car horn sounds heard on ad aily basis by road users). We will therefore measure the agreement among the listeners on the membership of each of these sounds in the category "car horn".
Experimental setup
Method Participants: Twenty-nine participants (14m en and 15 women)v olunteered as listeners and were paid for their participation. Theyw ere aged from 18 to 34 years old. Most of them were students from the various universities of Paris. Thirteen were musicians (from amateur to nearly professional level),a nd the other sixteen had no musical education. Three were audio specialists. All reported having normal hearing. Stimuli: Twenty-twoc ar horn sounds were chosen so as to sample the nine classes obtained from the sorting task in the previous study (see the lower panel of Figure 2 ). The car horns were recorded in an anechoic chamber (see [1] for the details of the recordings). All sounds lasted approximately 550 ms. Theyh ad been previously equalized in loudness in ap reliminary experiment. Listeners were asked to adjust the levelo fe ach sound so that theyp erceiveditatthe same loudness as areference sound (1 kHz pure tone at 83 dB SPL). Their loudness is therefore 83 phons.
Apparatus:
The test took place in the IACs ound-attenuated rooms at IRCAM. The experiment wasr un on a Personal Computer under Linux, and the graphical interface wasi mplemented under Matlab.T he sounds were amplified through aY amaha P2075 amplifier and sent to Sennheiser HD 520 II headphones. Procedure: Fore ach sound, we studied the agreement of the participants on the membership in the car horn category by means of atwo-alternative forced-choice (2AFC) procedure: participants listened to each sound, and had to answer the question, "Do you recognize acar horn sound? Yesorno". The sounds were played in random order.The listeners had to answer by clicking one of twoicons labeled "yes" and "no" (see Appendix Afor the verbatim of the instructions). The 2AFC task actually amounts to ab inary categorization in which the participants categorize each sound in one of twocategories: "car horn" or "not car horn". Coding results: Twovariables are derivedfrom this experiment. Fore ach sound, we count howm anyp articipants gave ap ositive answer ("yes"). We call this variable the membership agreement.W ea lso count, for each participant, howmanysounds were rated as acar horn. We call this variable the positive answer rate.T his latter variable is only used to compare the participant strategies.
Results

Participant strategies
One waytostudy the participant'sresponse strategy is to compare howt heyd ivided the 22 sounds into twoc ategories. As all the sounds are genuine car horn sounds, we Positive answer rate expect that most of them will be categorized as car horns. The positive answer rates range from 39% to 100%, with am edian of 61%. The cumulative distribution ( Figure 1 ) shows that 83% of the participants have categorized more than 50% of the sounds as car horn sounds.
As ingle-sample t test wasp erformed [66] to test the null hypothesis that "the average positive answer rate is 50%". The test result is that the null hypothesis can be rejected (t(28)=4.3, p < 0.01). This leads us to conclude that participants did not maket wo equal partitions of sounds. The participants thus neither balanced their answers, nor answered randomly.Furthermore, since not all the sounds were categorized as car horns, we can expect to observe differences among the values of membership agreement for the different sounds.
Agreement on the membership of the sounds
Observing the agreement among the participants to categorize as ound as ac ar horn or not, three cases can be highlighted:
•T here is consensus among the participants to categorize the sound as produced by acar horn. The membership agreement τ is close to 100%. The sound is representative of the category of car horn sounds.
•T here is consensus among the participants to categorize the sound as not produced by acar horn. The membership agreement τ is close to 0%. The sound is not representative of the category of car horn sounds.
•T here is no consensus among the participants. The membership agreement τ is around 50%.
Hence thresholds of membership agreement have to be set, to decide whether each sound falls into one of these cases. This is done by means of an exact binomial test [66] , which tests the null hypothesis for each sound: "the membership agreement is 50%". If the null hypothesis can be rejected, the sound is either representative or nonrepresentative.Otherwise, there is no consensus among the participants to categorize the sound as acar horn or not. A simple exact binomial test with an α value of 0.05 leads to twot hresholds:
. However, as several tests are compared, am ore conservative significance criterion has to be chosen. This is done by performing aB onferroni procedure [66] . The significance criterion becomes α adjusted = 0.05/22, and the membership agreement thresholds τ 1adjusted = 20.7% and τ 2adjusted = 79.3%. Membership agreement is represented for each sound in Figure 2 . Figure 2s hows that every sound in category 1( standard polyphonic plate-like),and almost all of the sounds in category 6( standard polyphonic horn-like) and category 8 (standard monophonic plate-like) are representative.This indicates that the polyphonya nd the spectral characteristics due to the plate act as akind of signature of car horn sounds. Listening to them reveals that theyi ndeed sound likeacaricature of car horns.
The representative families
Forthese three categories, the membership agreement is rather homogeneous (category 1: 93-96%; category 6: 76-90%; category 8: 72-90%), whereas the values are much more spread overthe categories for which there is no consensus (e.g. category 2: 21-52%), or the categories of nonrepresentative sounds.
Fori nstance, within category 7( standard monophonic horn-like),o ne sound wasc ategorized as ac ar horn by only 30% of the participants, whereas another one was categorized by more than 65% of the same participants, although theywere judged to be perceptually close to one another in the dissimilarity rating task. The lack of consensus thus reveals that the listeners were actually unable to decide whether the sounds did or did not belong in the category of car horn sounds, and could even give different responses for sounds rated as being similar.Theyare ambiguous, as the post-experimental interviews revealed: participants declared that theyd id not knoww hat to answer for some sounds. Theycould possibly have been car horn sounds, butt heyc ould also have been emitted by other sound sources, such as trumpets, car alarms, ambulance sirens, etc.
Relation to the acoustical descriptors
We nowseek to link up membership agreement and acoustical properties of the sounds. The original LCREG (Latent Class REGression with spline transformations)a lgorithm developed by Winsberg [67, 68] is used. This technique aims to build apredictive additive modelŷ of adependent variable y based on spline functions of the independent variables x i :ŷ=
o i is as pline function of order o i defined for m i knots. Each spline function is alinear combination of the B-spline basis for the givenorder and set of knots. In our case, for each sound the dependent variable y is the membership agreement, and x i are acoustical descriptors. Foragiven model, LCREG maximizes the likelihood to get the parameters. The best model is then chosen among competing models using the Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC) [69] , a log-likelihood measure of model fit that takes into account the number of degrees of freedom in the model.
We test several acoustical descriptors in addition to those revealed in the previous study [1] (weassume indeed that identification may be based on other perceptual attributes than those used to rate dissimilarities between the sounds). The best model found by the algorithm includes as independent variables roughness, spectral deviation, and fundamentalfrequency 5 .Fundamental frequencyisrelated to pitch perception, and is therefore not adimension of timbre (according to the definition used in this study). The model predictions are significantly correlated with the measured membership agreement (r(20) = 0.9). Figure 3 represents the three additive functions of the model.
It indicates that the sounds leading to higher membership agreement are those with high roughness values, low spectral deviation values, and afundamental frequencyof around 480 Hz. The first condition corresponds to polyphonic sounds. The second condition corresponds to the sounds of the plate-likehorns. The third condition can be related to the fact that most of the horns sold in Europe are tuned to afundamental frequencyaround 440 Hz (this can be related to the concept of ecological frequencyd eveloped by James Ballas [62] ). Listeners tend to favorsounds theyare used to listening to. This can be further visualized in Figure 4which 
Discussion
We can draws everal conclusions from this experiment. Qualitatively speaking, it is clear that the standard polyphonic sounds are representative of the category of car horns, whether theya re horn-likeo rp late-like. The standard plate-likes ounds are representative,w hether they are monophonic or polyphonic. Twom ain criteria hence emerge to characterize what makes asound representative of car horns: polyphonya nd plate resonance. The standard monophonic horn-likes ounds are ambiguous. They can be confused with other sound sources such as trumpets or alarms (according to informal interviews with the subjects). This is quite an astonishing result, inasmuch as most of the high-end cars are provided with horn-likehooters. This indicates that for most people, car horns are still associated with the old rough plate-likesounds, which actually define ac aricature of car horn sounds, mainly because theyare unlikely to be confused with another sound source.
This conclusion leads us to qualify our first assumption: some car horn sounds are indeed almost always identified. But some others, although theya re regular car horn sounds, are likely to be confounded with other sound sources, when heard in acontext-free situation. One sound wasevenjudged as non-representative of the category.Although this sound is currently mounted on cars, it has a very high pitch, quite different from the sounds usually heard on the street.
Quantitatively speaking, the membership agreement can be specified and predicted by means of three descriptors: roughness, spectral deviation and fundamental frequency. It must be noted that fundamental frequencyisnot related to timbre. It is rather related to the sensation of pitch. This experiment therefore shows the importance of the pitch of the car horn sounds. This perceptual dimension did not appear in the timbre study of the car horns, because we explicitly asked listeners to rate the dissimilarities between the sounds without taking pitch into account (which has been demonstrated to be feasible [70] ). The predictive model does not rely on spectral centroid. This may indicate that although the car horn sounds are perceivedw ith different brightnesses, these differences do not change their belongingness to the car horn category.
To test the validity of this model, we repeated the same experiment with synthesized sounds in the next section.
Experiment 2: Synthesizing new sounds
The previous results were obtained using only recorded car horn sounds. This means that the relationships between the membership agreement and the acoustical descriptors are only tested for the range of the acoustical descriptors covered by these sounds. To extend these results, and to generalize the relationships to descriptor values outside the range of the current recorded sounds, we synthesized new sounds. These newsounds had to respect twoconstraints. First, theyh ad to share the same perceptual dimensions as the recorded ones, and to have am ore extended range of values than the previously tested sounds, in order to investigate the relationships between membership agreement and acoustical descriptors. Second, theyh ad to be perceptually close to the categories of existing car horn sounds, in order to not be set apart from the existing ones. Because the results of the previous study [1] showed that listeners perceive the mechanism causing the sound, we took care to preservethese aspects.
Synthesizing sounds fulfilling these constraints also helped us to test ap ossible methodology for the design of newcar horn sounds.
Creation of an ew set of sounds
The three descriptors correlated with the perceptual dimensions shared by the car horns are related to the spectral properties of the sounds (spectral centroid and spectral deviation)a nd to short-term temporal properties (roughness). Yeteventhis latter property can be seen as spectral, since it may result from the mistuning of the harmonic partials of the spectrum. Thus, we can assume that the perceiveddissimilarities between the current car horn sounds are based only on spectral and harmonic differences. And we can further assume that these sounds share identical temporal properties, and particularly have an identical temporal envelope. Therefore, to create newsounds close to the current ones, we have to create sounds with the same temporal envelope. Extending the range of the timbre dimensions can thereby be achievedbymodulating the spectral and harmonic properties.
Synthesis method
Car horns, likem ost of musical instruments, can be thought of as an excitation mechanism (the membrane, set into vibration by an electromechanical or pneumatic system), and ar esonator (the plate or the horn). Three phenomena are worth considering. First, it may be assumed that the resonator,a cting likeafi lter,h as as trong influence on the spectral envelope, and thereby,o nt he spectral centroid and spectral deviation of the sounds. Second, the particular excitation mechanism of the car horns forces the membrane to vibrate with anearly square wave movement. Thus, the sounds produced have avery rich and harmonic spectrum in steady state. However, when car horns are not firmly fixed to the body of the car (which occurs after the car has been drivenfor awhile), the device is not free to vibrate in the proper way, which causes the fundamental frequencytomove slightly (therefore detuning the chords when horns are mounted in twos or threes). This slightly shifts the frequencies of the partials from aperfect harmonic series. This phenomenon is assumed to be responsible for the roughness of the sounds. Third, listening carefully to the car horn sounds reveals that the harmonic steady state takes time to become established and to release. Furthermore, we might suspect that these transient parts of the sounds, and particularly the non-harmonic noise, are very important for the recognition of car horns. Because the perceiveddissimilarities between the current car horn sounds do not rely on anytemporal property,we can therefore assume that these properties are identical for all the sounds of the category.Theymust be kept identical for the synthesized sounds, if we want them to be perceptually close to the recorded ones.
This analysis of the sound production mechanism of the car horns led us to propose asynthesis model in four parts:
•A .An early harmonic excitation source, made of a sum of N normalized sinusoids, the frequencyofwhich are integer multiples i of af undamental frequency ω 0 added to an inharmonicity term i .T he excitation is then:
•B .At emporal envelope T i (t)d efining the temporal evolution of each of the sinusoids.
•C .Anon-harmonic noise n(t).
•D .Afilter defining the amplitude of each of the sinusoids A i .
The synthesis model is therefore defined by the following model:
The different parameters of the model are modulated to create sounds with different descriptor values:
•T he fundamental frequencyisadjusted by varying ω 0 .
•T he roughness is adjusted by varying each inharmonicity term i .
•T he spectral deviation and the spectral centroid are adjusted by varying the number of sinusoids N and their amplitudes A i . The temporal envelope T i (t)o fe ach partial and the nonharmonic noise n(t)a re kept constant for all the sounds. Theya re actually computed from twor ecordings of car horn sounds (one horn-likeand one plate-like, both being rated as representative in the first experiment).
The temporal envelopes of each partial and non-harmonic noise are extracted using the ADDITIVE algorithm [71] . The signal to noise ratio α is kept constant and adjusted to 18 dB, as measured from the recorded sounds. The principle of the synthesis method is summarized in Figure 5 .
Synthesized sounds
Forty-six news ounds were synthesized. We chose 19 sounds from among them. Theyw ere all 550 ms in duration and were equalized in loudness in apreliminary experiment. We report in Table Ithe range of the descriptors for these 19 sounds as well as for the 22 sounds previously tested. There are synthesized sounds with higher values of roughness, lower and higher values of spectral centroid, lower values of spectral deviation and lower fundamental frequencies than the recorded sounds. We assume that the timbre of these sounds is defined by the same perceptual dimensions as the recorded sounds. To test the assumption we subjected these news ounds to the same experimental procedure as in [1] (see section 3.2). 
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The perception of the timbreo ft he new sounds
We perform ad issimilarity rating experiment to investigate the timbre of the synthesized sounds. According to the psychoacoustical definition of timbre used in this study, timbre is what allows alistener to differentiate twosounds that have been equalized in duration, loudness, and pitch. Following the multidimensional scaling approach (see [1] for arationale of the method), we first collect dissimilarity judgments.
Dissimilarity judgments
Participants: Thirty participants (15men and 15 women) volunteered as listeners and were paid for their participation. Theywere aged from 22 to 43 years old. All reported having normal hearing. The majority of the participants were students from the various universities in Paris. Thirteen were musicians (from amateur to nearly professional level),and the other 17 had no musical education. None of them wasconsidered to be an audio specialist. Stimuli: Nineteen sounds were chosen from among the 46 synthesized sounds. Four recorded sounds that had already been tested in the previous experiments were also included to makesure that recorded sounds and synthesized sounds would not be set apart. Theywere played at the same level as in the previous experiment (83phons).
Apparatus:Same as in previous experiment.
Procedure: Participants all receivedw ritten instructions explaining the task (see Appendix B).Theywere told that theywere to makejudgments on the timbre. The meaning of the word timbre (neither pitch, nor perceivedduration, nor loudness)w as explained to them. Particular emphasis wasplaced on ignoring pitch [70] . All 253 different pairs (ABorB Apairs are considered as equivalent)among the 23 sounds were presented. At the beginning of the session, the participant listened to all of the samples in random order to get asense of the range of variation possible. Next, six training trials were presented to familiarize the participant with the rating task. On each trial, ap air of sounds wasp resented, separated by a5 00-ms silence. The participant sawahorizontal slider on the computer screen with ac ursor that could be movedw ith the computer mouse. The scale wasl abeled "Very Similar" at the left end and "Very Dissimilar" at the right end. Arating wasmade by moving the cursor to the desired position along the scale and clicking on abutton to record it in the computer.
Coherence of the responses:
The correlations between the responses of the participants ranged from 0.11 to 0.72. One participant wasr emovedf rom subsequent analyses, because of the poor correlation of his judgments with the other participants (the correlation between his judgements and the other participants ranged from r(21) = 0.11, p<0.01 to r(21) = 0.36, p<0.01). [72] . Here we only give as hort description. In the CLASCAL model, dissimilarities are modeled as distances in an extended Euclidean space of R dimensions. In the spatial representation of the Nstimuli, alarge dissimilarity is represented by alarge distance. The CLASCAL model for the distance between stimuli i and j postulates common dimensions shared by all stimuli, specificattributes, or specificities,particular to each stimulus, and latent classes of subjects. These classes have different saliences or weights for each of the common dimensions and for the whole set of specificities. Forthe t th latent class, the distance between twosounds i and j within the perceptual space is thus computed according to
CLASCAL analysis CLASCAL, amultidimensional scaling (MDS)technique, is described in detail in
In this equation d ijt is the distance between sound i and sound j, t is the indexo ft he T latent classes, x ir is the coordinate of sound i along the r th dimension, w tr is the weighting of dimension r for class t, R is the total number of dimensions, v t is the weighting of the specificities for class t,and S i is the specificity of sound i.
The class structure is latent, i.e. there is no ap riori assumption concerning the latent class to which agiven subject belongs. The CLASCAL analysis yields aspatial representation of the Nstimuli on the Rdimensions, the specificity of each stimulus, the probability that each subject belongs to each latent class, and the weights or saliences of each perceptual dimension for each class. We found a spatial model with twod imensions, specificities, and two latent classes (see Figure 6) . We chose the model configuration by comparing BIC [69] across models, as well as by performing Hope's (Monte Carlo)test [73] . Table II displays the weights of the twol atent classes of participants overthe twodimensions of the spatial model. The most noticeable difference between the twoclasses is that participants in class 2weight the twodimensions more overall than do participants in class 1. This indicates that theyu sed al arger range of the slider to rate the dissimilarities. The second difference between the twoc lasses is that participants in class 2w eight the specificities more than the dimensions, conversely to participants in class 1, i.e. theyplaced more emphasis on the particularity of each sound than on the shared properties of all the sounds. We did not findany relation between the biographical data of the participants (gender,a ge, musical skills)a nd the belongingness to the latent classes.
The two classes of participants
Perceptual dimensions and acousticaldescriptors
The first dimension of the spatial model is correlated with roughness (r(21) = −0.8, p<0.01), and the second dimension is correlated with spectral centroid (r(21) = −0.8, p<0.01). No dimension is correlated with spectral deviation even in non-optimal (according to BIC values)models with higher dimensionality.T he dissimilarities between the recorded sounds are consistent with the previous data. The four recorded sounds are not set apart from the synthesized ones, which indicates that synthesized sounds are perceptually close to the recorded ones (see Figure 6 ).The twosounds with the highest specificity values have excessively audible noise transients. 
Discussion
The assumption that the timbre of synthesized sounds is defined by the same perceptual dimensions as the recorded sounds is only partially supported, because none of the dimensions of the synthesized sounds is correlated with spectral deviation. One hypothesis could be that these sounds really do not differ according to ap erceptual dimension related to spectral deviation. But theyw ere created such that the range of this descriptor is wider than for the real sounds. Listeners should have been able to hear the differences.
In [1] , we assumed that combinations of the sensations correlated with spectral centroid and spectral deviation were used by the listeners as cues that help them to distinguish between horn-likeand plate-likesounds. As our synthesis method did vary both descriptors arbitrarily,combinations of these descriptors were no longer related to resonating phenomenon, and it may have become difficult for the participants to hear dissimilarities due to variations of spectral deviation alone (see Caclin et al. [74] for adiscussion on asimilar phenomenon). Theymay have focused on more obvious differences due to roughness or spectral centroid variations. Moreover, listening to the stimuli reveals that the sounds with the highest specificity values have more audible transient noises. These particularities may also have pushed listeners to concentrate only on strong dissimilarities.
However, it should be stressed that the absence of aperceptual dimension related to spectral deviation does not negate the fact that the first twoperceptual dimensions are still present.
Experiment 3: Agreement on the membership of synthesized sounds
These news ounds are presented in a2 AFC experiment similar to the one reported in Section 2. In order to test the consistencyo ft hese measures, we include in the test the 22 recorded sounds tested in the first experiment.
Experimental setup
The experiment took place during the same session of experiment 2. The participants 6 begane ither with experiment 2, or with experiment 3. The order (Exp. 2E xp. 3 vs. Exp. 3Exp. 2) wascounterbalanced across the participants. None of them had taken part in the previous experiment 1. The apparatus and the procedure were exactly the same as in section 2. The 19 synthesized sounds were tested as well as the 22 recorded sounds.
Results
Participant strategies and consistency of the measure
The set included roughly as manyr ecorded as synthetic sounds. The latter were designed to explore the limits of the perceptual space, so we expected that al ot of them would not be categorized as car horn sounds. The positive answer rates range from 32% to 80% with am edian of 51%.
Asingle-sample ttest (testing the null hypothesis: "the average positive answer rate is 50%")confirmed that participants partition the set equally (t(30)=0.97, p>0.05).
To determine the consistencyo ft he results, the measures of membership agreement for the recorded sounds in this experiment were compared to those found in the experiment described in section 2. Figure 7represents the regression of the membership agreement for the previous experiment (homogeneous set of recorded sounds)o nto the membership agreement measured in this experiment (mixed set of both recorded and synthetic sounds).
The correlation coefficient is 0.9 (df=20, p<0.01), and the measures of membership agreement are smoothly spread overthe regression line (slope: 0.9, origin ordinate: 5.2%).
The perfect consistencyregression line (slope: 1, origin ordinate: 0%)f alls within the 95% confidence interval of the regression. This allows us to conclude that the measure of membership agreement is not influenced by the kind of set tested. The indicator can be compared for the two experiments.
The representative sounds
The measures of membership agreement are represented in Figure 8 . Theyr ange from 3.2% to 96.8%. Fore ach sound, the result of an exact binomial test is represented by the gray scale.
There is no consensus among the participants for categorizing most of the synthetic sounds in one of the two 6 There wasone more participant in Experiment 3: there are therefore 31 participants in this experiment categories. Only one of the synthetic sounds wasrepresentative of car horns. Forrecorded sounds, among the eight sounds that were representative when theyw ere tested in the homogeneous set (not counting the reference sound), sevena re again representative when tested in this mixed set. The qualitative results described in section 2r emain unchanged.
Relation to acoustical descriptors
Following the method described in section 2, we relate the measures of membership agreement to the acoustical descriptors by means of the LCREG algorithm. The best predictive additive model is again based on roughness, spectral deviation and fundamental frequency. Correlation between predicted and measured membership agreement is (r(39) = 0.7, p< 0.01). Figure 9r epresents the spline functions defining this model. The first function, indicating the contribution of roughness to the membership agreement, is qualitatively identical to the first function of Figure 3 . Sounds the most often associated with the category "car horns" are those with the highest roughness values. The second function predicts that sounds with aspectral deviation value around 7sones lead to the highest membership agreement. The model depicted in Figure 3p redicted that the highest membership agreement would have been obtained for sounds with a spectral deviation lower than 9s ones. But none of the sounds tested had aspectral deviation lower than 5sones. Hence this experiment allows us to extend the model to lower values of spectral deviation. The third function predicts that sounds with afundamental frequencyofaround 350-400 Hz are those that are most often categorized as car horns.
To better visualize the localization of the representative sounds in the descriptor space, this space is represented in 3D in Figure 10 .
As in Figure 4 , the representative sounds are located at the center of the space. Twoa reas can be distinguished: one corresponding to the polyphonic sounds (plate-or horn-like),and one corresponding to the monophonic plate-likes ounds. The unique representative synthetic sound is located close to the area corresponding to the monophonic plate-likes ounds. These twoa reas are defined for af undamental frequencya round 350-400 Hz and for aspectral deviation value between 6and 9sones. Roughness in itself does not allows egregation between representative and non-representative sounds. Rather,i t has to be combined with spectral deviation. This is mainly due to the monophonic plate-likesounds, which are representative,w hereas monophonic horn-likes ounds are ambiguous. Hence, to be representative,as ound may possibly have alow roughness (i.e. monophonic), butonly if it has ahigh spectral deviation value (i.e. plate-like).Inother cases, the roughness value must be high.
Discussion
The addition of synthetic sounds to the set allows us to generalize the conclusions drawn from the recorded sound set. First of all, duplicating the measure of membership agreement demonstrates that this measure is stable. Here again, the representative car horn categories are the standard polyphonic sounds (both plate-and horn-like) and the standard monophonic plate-likesounds.
We demonstrate again that fundamental frequencyplays an important role in predicting the membership agreement in the car horn category.M embership agreement is thus related to both the timbre and the pitch of the sounds.
Finally,wegeneralize the description of the representative sounds. The additive regression model applied to synthetic sounds and recorded sounds allows us to define more precisely the combinations of descriptors that describe the sounds categorized as car horn sounds without ambiguity. Representative sounds are those with the largest values of roughness, aspectral deviation around 7sones, and afundamental frequencyaround 400 Hz. These quantitative results are important for the design of newsounds. However, we shed alight on the importance of the ambiguity phenomenon. Alarge number of synthetic sounds, as well as some recorded sounds, are not categorized as car horn sounds, not only because theya re perceptually different from the sounds most often categorized as car horns, buta lso because theyp ossess specificp roperties that would lead listeners to identify them as other sound sources. This is coherent with the CLASCAL analyses of dissimilarity ratings of both recorded and synthetic sounds, which showed that sounds were compared according to specificities in addition to continuous dimensions. However, we are not able from these experiments to predict possible associations with other categories of sound sources.
General discussion and conclusions
This paper concerns the design of newc ar horn sounds. Warning is the main function of car horns. This function must be preserved when the sounds are tuned according to the customer'sw ishes. The reviewo ft he literature on warning signal design reported in Section 1l eads us to base our approach on the following assumption: hearing a car horn sound warns road users because theyr ecognize the sound of acar horn, theyknowwhat this sound means, and theyk noww hat theyh avet od oa sac onsequence. Therefore, the experimental studies reported in this paper seek to identify acoustic properties that are responsible for asound (among sounds sharing common dimensions with current car horns)t obecategorized as coming from acar horn.
Following ap aradigm that waso riginally designed to study the timbre of musical sounds, we have defined in [1] the timbre of car horn sounds as the integration of three continuous perceptual dimensions (shared by all the sounds)a nd specificities (particular to each sound). The continuous perceptual dimensions were correlated with appropriate acoustical descriptors. Latent class analysis revealed that different classes of participants weighted the dimensions and specificities differently.The latent classes were not related to anyr ecorded biographical data concerning the participants (age, gender,musical skills).
The experiments reported in this paper were focused on measuring the agreement of some groups of listeners on the membership of sounds in the car horn category.T he membership agreement waso perationally defined as the results of a2AFC task. These measures were analyzed so as to highlight three types of agreement: there might be an agreement among listeners to categorize as ound as a car horn. In this case, we called the sound representative. Conversely,t here might be an agreement of the listeners to categorize as ound as not coming from ac ar horn. In this case, we called the sound non-representative.W hen there is no agreement among the participants, analyses of the participants' comments suggested that the sounds were ambiguous.
We first measured in Section 2t he membership agreement of the 22 recorded sounds tested in [1] . Whereas most of the sounds were representative,w eo bserved a gradient of membership agreement. By means of am ultispline regression technique, we were able to relate the membership agreement to three acoustical descriptors of the sounds: roughness, spectral deviation and fundamental frequency. Furthermore, the results showed that some categories of car horn sounds were systematically categorized as car horns.
To generalize these conclusions to descriptor values outside the range of the recorded sounds (thereby testing a methodology for the design of news ounds), we created in Section 3as et of news ounds. The synthesis method wasdesigned so as to preservethe temporal properties of the sounds (particularly the transient parts), suspected to underlie the recognition of the car horns, and so as to create sounds sharing the same perceptual dimensions as the recorded ones. To test this last assumption, we subjected the created sounds to adissimilarity rating task. The analysis revealed that these sounds shared only twoofthe three dimensions of the recorded sounds.
Finally in Section 4, we performed a2 AFC task that aimed to measure car horn membership agreement for a mixed set of recorded and synthesized sounds. These results confirm those of Section 2a nd lead to ag eneralization of the predictive model.
Several conclusions are to be drawn from these results. From ag eneral standpoint, am ajor result of the first part of the study [1] wast he importance of the perception of the sound-producing mechanism. The categorization experiment indeed revealed that categories of car horns built by listeners closely correspond to the different kinds of devices. These categories were preserved both in dissimilarity judgments and in 2AFC tasks.
These experiments have suggested that when sounds are not categorized as car horns, it is not only because they are dissimilar to the sounds most often categorized as car horns, butalso because theym ay be identified as another sound source. This has shed light on the problem of identification ambiguity.Ambiguity occurs when asound may be associated with distinct categories of sound sources. In our case, ambiguity must be avoided: if as ound is confused with another sound source, it may fail to convey the warning message.
However, our results only allowu st op redict how "close" as ound is to what we may call as hared representation of what acar horn'ssound is. It does not predict if the sound may be identified as another sound source. As our experimental tasks were based on sound comparisons, we have emphasized the properties shared by the sounds. The acoustical descriptors that we used are correlated with the common perceptual dimensions: theydescribe the shared properties of the sounds. Am ore efficient description should also include idiosyncratic properties, because these distinctive properties may explain why some sounds can be confused with other sound sources. The CLASCAL analyses performed on both synthetic and recorded sounds have included not only common dimensions, butalso specificities, which are individual properties of the sounds (this is similar to Tverky'sc ontrast model [75] , which aims to include both common and distinctive features). These specificities may indicate possible misinterpretations of the sound. It is howeverd i ffi cult to determine to which acoustical properties these specificities correspond and then to makeany apriori predictions.
The question of sound source identification is, however, only partially addressed by this study.I ndeed, all the reported experiments were done in alaboratory,without any acoustic, visual or situational context. The question is still open as to howthese sounds would be categorized if they were heard on the street. However, we can assume that the context would play twor oles. Firstly,t he acoustic background noise would raise the detection threshold of the sounds. The issue of detection of the sounds is, however, already addressed by the very high levelimposed by law.
Secondly,i tc an be assumed that ar oad traffics ituation would lower the ambiguity of some sounds. Indeed, if a sound heard in alaboratory can be confused with amusical instrument sound, and the more so when this laboratory is located in ai nstitution devoted to music, it can be assumed that the same sound heard in aroad trafficsituation would have less chance to be confused with atrumpet call. As noted by Vo gel [28] , listening to warning signals in context can improve the univocal nature of these signals. We can therefore assume that our results are more conservative than the real situation.
Another interesting finding of our experiments is that listeners do not use the same perceptual dimensions when theyh avet oj udge the dissimilarity between the sounds, and when theyh avet oc ategorize as ound as ac ar horn. Indeed, the timbre study reported in [1] revealed three perceptual dimensions correlated to roughness, spectral centroid and spectral deviation. When listeners had to categorize the same sounds, our analyses concluded that they had based their judgments on roughness, spectral deviation and fundamental frequency. It is easy to explain why fundamental frequencydid not appear in the timbre study: in this experiment listeners were specifically asked to not base their judgment on pitch, and other studies have shown that theya re able to do so [70] . Because the wide majority of car horn sounds that can be heard nowadays have a fundamental frequencyinthe region of 440 Hz, introducing sounds with lower or higher fundamental frequencies may lead listeners to judge them as unusual, and makes this descriptor agood predictor of the membership agreement. More puzzling is the fact that spectral centroid did not seem to have been used to categorize the sounds as car horns, even when we introduced sounds with more extreme values of this descriptor.T he brightness of the sounds (a sensation correlated to spectral centroid)a ppears very often in the multidimensional study of timbre (see [1] for areview),b ut seems therefore to be of minor importance to categorize car horn sounds, with respect to the other sensations related to the modulations of fundamental frequency, roughness and spectral deviation. Spectral deviation, on the other hand, did not appear as ap erceptual dimension of the timbre of the synthesized sounds, certainly because some synthesis artifacts overwhelm the more subtle differences due to variations of spectral deviation. Yett he analyses of the third experiment predicted that listeners use as ensation correlated to this descriptor to categorize the sounds as car horns or not. This again indicates that listeners can weigh their sensations differently according to what theyhavetojudge.
Going back to the framework of sound design, these results are useful, despite the reservations expressed in the above paragraphs. Car horn builders will continue to design broadband, loud, harmonic sounds. Hence, tuning news ounds may be conceiveda sc hoosing values of the descriptors of the car horn sounds. Our synthesis method easily allows acar horn builder to design anew sound and to compute the descriptor values. With the results of the studies of the agreement on the membership of the sounds, the sound designer is thus able to predict whether such a sound will be close to the sounds best recognized as car horns.
Appendix: Experimental instructions provided to the participants A. 2AFC experiment (Experiments 1a nd 3)
Goal of the study The goal of this experiment is to answer the question: "Do you recognize acar horn sound ?" for each sound of aset.
Procedure
Yo uw ill sit in front of ac omputer screen. Yo uw ill hear aset of sounds played one after the other.For each sound you will have to answer the question: "do you recognize a car horn sound ?" Twobuttons are displayed on the interface, labeled with "yes" and "no". To indicate your answer, you will have to click on one of these buttons. The sounds are only played once. When you have entered your answer, the next sound will be played after apause. Trytoanswer spontaneously.
Note
The sounds may originate from different sources. We are interested in your opinion, so there is no "correct answer". Do not try to balance the amount of "yes" and "no" answers. Yo ucan even answer "yes" for every sound, or "no" for every sound, if this is what you hear.
B. Dissimilarity rating experiment (Experiment 2)
Goal of the study The goal of this experiment is to study the perception of the timbre of as et of sounds. Yo ur task is to judge the dissimilarity that you perceive between twosounds.
Procedure
Yo uwill sit in front of acomputer screen. There are 23 sounds in the test. Theya ll last about half as econd. At the beginning of the test, you will be provided with 23 buttons, which allowyou to listen to the 23 sounds and to familiarize yourself with them. Then you will be provided with each one of the 23 possible pairs of sounds among the 23 sounds. Foreach pair of sounds, the interface looks similar: there are twob uttons labeled "listen again" and "validate", above ac ursor with the labels "very different" and "very similar" at each extremity. When you click on the "listen again" button, you can hear the twos ounds. Yo uc an listen to the pair of sounds as manytimes as you wish. The cursor allows you to rate the dissimilarity between the sounds. When your are sure of your rating, click on the "validate" button. This movesto the next pair of sounds. Before the real test, you will be provided with six pairs of sounds to familiarize yourself with the interface in the presence of the experimenter.
Remark on the notion of timbre Yo uh avet og roup together sounds with similar timbre. Timbre is what allows you to distinguish between two sounds having the same duration, the same intensity and the same pitch. Fori nstance, twom usical instruments playing the same note, with the same intensity and of the same duration do not sound identical. What distinguishes them is referred to here as "timbre". Timbre may also be called the "color", "texture", ...oft he sound. These sounds are supposed to have the same intensity.Y ou may howeverf eel that certain sounds are louder than others. We ask you to not takeinto account intensity in your judgments. Similarly,the sounds do not all have the same pitch. They "play different notes". Here again, we ask you to not include these differences of pitch in your judgments, but rather to focus on timbre.
